
Work package 3

Increase learning outcomes for 

student mobility in comprehensive 

study programs



Main goal: to increase learning outcomes for student mobility in comprehensive study 

programs 

› Three sub-goals 

› 1. Develop learning outcomes regarding student mobility in our three social education 

programs, that give the students an international perspective on their education and 

profession 

› 2. Establish educational/professional cooperation within teaching and guidance across 

borders

› 3. Develop theoretical international courses for students both in and outside of Norway
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Expected results 

› With a clear understanding that our social education programs involve international 

perspectives and cooperations, we expect to achieve the main goal that more students 

want to complete studies abroad. 

› Internationalization within each study program will increase the students` ability to engage 

in international cooperation, critical reflection and a holistic understanding of complex work 

situations. 
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Progress plan 

› Current status: mapping internationalization in the social education programs (learning 
outcomes), what we already have, and what can we build on. 

› Exploring possibilities ☺

› Timeline 

› Implement international exchange in study programs (2022) 

› Explore the possibility for international student research groups (2022)

› Establish educational cooperation with employees in our partner universities (2022)

› Explore the possibility for students to write their bachelor thesis in international research 
groups (2023)

› Develop theoretical international courses for students domestic and abroad (22-24)

› Offer English speaking courses (2024) 
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Tove Sandvoll Vee

› Associate Professor 

› Employee in the social education 
program (learning disability nurse)

› Nurse 

› Master degree in  pedagogy (2006)

› Further education:

› Wound treatment (England, 2005) 

› Flipped Classroom (Utah University, 
2015) 

› Knowledge based practice 

› Health profession subjects 

› Colleague guidance 
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Eireen Finden 

› Assistant professor 

› Lecturer in the social education program
(learning disability nurse)

› Further education in risk of violence and 
violence management (VIVO I and II)

› Master in interaction within health- and 
social services. 

› Long experience in clinical work with 
people with various disabilities

› Research on: 

› environmental therapeutic work in 
schools and 

› people with learning disabilities in the 
legal system. 
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Liv Marit Kleppe 

› Assistant professor of Social Work, 

Campus Bergen 

› Lecturer in social work

› Masters degree in social work 

› Over 20 years of clinical experience in 

treatment of children and adolescent 

who receive mental health care 

› Teacher in VirCamp, a virtual university 

consisting of several European 

universities.



Følg oss på hvl.no


